Periods of Silence of More than 30 Days
Amended
WSCF-LD, Melbourne, Florida, went silent on May 23, 2016, due to the loss of its authorized
transmitter site. Special temporary authority (“STA”) to remain silent was granted on June 6, 2016
in File No. 0000011017. The silent STA was reauthorized on December 7, 2016, in File No.
0000018987. When a new transmitter site for the station was obtained, a minor modification
application (File No. 0000022112) was filed and granted on March 2, 2017. The station resumed
operations on or about April 2, 2017, when the transmitting facilities authorized in File No.
0000022112 were constructed. An application for license to cover File No. 0000022112 was filed
on April 3, 2017, and granted on April 5, 2017. See File No. 0000022690.
WSCF-LD went temporarily silent again on September 27, 2017, due to equipment damage
sustained during Hurricane Irma, and special temporary authority (“STA”) to remain silent was
obtained. See File No. 0000030522. Efforts to resume operations were made on March 30, 2018,
but, as reported to the Commission in a request for silent STA (File No. 0000049521), two pieces
of equipment failed making resumption impossible. Further STA to remain silent was granted on
April 3, 2018 in File No.0000049521. The station resumed operations on September 5, 2018, as
reported to the Commission in File No.0000059431.
Concurrent with efforts to establish a new viable tower site on digital channel 31D, WSCF-LD filed
for a displacement while operations continued under the parameters approved for Engineering
STA application 0000059132 through March 4, 2019. However, when the pending displacement
applications were denied, forcing the station to remain silent after expiration of the STA.
Under leadership of new local management, WSCF-LD continued operations under a new
Engineering STA authorization 0000106686 granted March 3, 2020 while finalizing efforts to
establish a displacement application at a new site. In July 2020 a new displacement application
for digital channel 31D, 0000117962, was submitted, amended, and granted on October 1, 2020.
WSCF-LD was granted an extension to the Engeering STA via application. 0000121404, allowing
time for the project manager and installation crew to complete construction per the parameters
granted on application 0000117962 at the new site authorized on Digital Channel 31D.

